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Camera 2.0 megapixel camera and camcorder music player MP3, AAC, AAC+, WMA, WAV, M4A format Qwerty full slide out QWERTY keyboard touch screen 3.0 WQVGA capacity touch screen speaker phone one-touch speaker phone Bluetooth version: 3.0 + EDR (enhanced data speed) frequency 1MA.9HZ, GHZ PCS. 800 MHz CDMA (Digital Dual
Band) Data Transfer EVDO Rev. 0-D 4.2 (H) x 2.1 (W) x 0.6 (D) Display 262K Color TFT, 400 x 240 pixels, WQVGA, torque time* microSD™ memory slot up to 5 hours 18 minutes, up to 32GB memory card (sold separately) mass USB storage USB cable (included) and microSD card (separate sales) can use more time* See your family's real-time location
on interactive satellite maps with Sprint Navigation™ voice prompts, traffic alarms and redirect sprint family locators and turn-by-turn directions. Parental controls can use the way to transfer data to the new LG phone with three email addresses, three web addresses, one real address, one birthday, one photo ID, one company name* speed dial 98 items plus
a basic voicemail * available memory LG PickLG Mobile Switch - messaging, web, and up to 600 contacts and more phone books to 600 contacts. LG Mobile Switch (Caller) app must be installed on old and new phones to transfer contacts, text messages, photos, videos ... LG Bridge - How to download and use LG Bridge brings all LG devices (phones and
tablets) together. Manage, update, and back up your device in one place. Use LG Bridge: LG Backup - Back up or restore content on your mobile device via USB software updates-... LG PC Suite - How to download and use LG PC Suite brings all LG devices (phones and tablets) together. Manage, update, and back up your device in one place. Using the LG
PC family: Send multimedia content to your device. Update the software on your device. Play m... Note lg mobile drivers and software: Some settings, menus, or icons may vary from device to device, depending on the software version and wireless service provider. To download drivers and software copy/backup photos and videos LG Universal mobile
driver download ... The phone screen may be caused by many other factors that freeze or do not respond to the phone screen freezing or not responding. Often a simple reset of the device solves the problem that causes the device to freeze or not respond. Held with the power press ... If the screen freezes or does not respond, this problem can be caused
by a number of factors. Often a simple reset of the device Reset Factory Reset Rear Power Button... See that no more results have been found. Need help? Try online chat, email, or call services. (GMT -05:00, US local time) we apologize for the inconvenience. This website or third-party tool is necessary for the functioning of cookie policies and uses cookies
to achieve the purposes described in the cookie policy. Please refer to the cookie policy to further understand or withdraw your consent to all or part of cookies. If you close this banner, scroll through this page, click a link, or continue to navigate otherwise, you agree to use cookies. This is the official LG Rumor Reflection LN272 (Sprint) user manual provided
by the manufacturer. Download the PDF LG LN272 user manual. Carrier Sprint has unveiled the LG Rumour Reflex (LG LN272). If you're interested in this device, you can download a PDF copy of the LG Rumor Reflection (LG LN272) that you can refer to first. LG officials have posted the LG Rumour Reflex (LG LN272) user manual in English and prepared a
PDF file for download. Download LG Rumors Reflection User ManualLanguage: English; File format: PDF; Size: 3.6MB total 124 pages RDL-1112-00180_LN272_UG1.0_120206_web.pdf Download LG Rumor Reflection User Manual directly from LG server.For options to set text message signatures, please review the pages of the user manual for page 68
and 69 LG Rumor Reflection LN272 (Sprint). The option to transfer photos from your phone to your computer, please review page 105 of the device user guide. LG Rumor Reflection LN272 (Sprint) Overview: If you want to have a basic device from Sprint with a full QWERTY keypad, LG Rumor Reflection (LN272) your choice. LG Rumor Reflection (LN272)
features a full slide-out QWERTY keyboard with basic functions device features to send quick text messages. The device has a 3.0 WQVGA capacitive touchscreen, a 2.0 megapixel camera and a camcorder. As a music player, the device supports music files such as MP3, AAC, AAC+, WMA, WAV, and M4A formats. Type.
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